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23rd April 2021 

 

Dear Mr. Pearson 

 
06/2021/0431 – outline application for a place of worship and associated parking facilities 

(access only applied for) with some matters reserved – Land to the south of Durton Lane, 

Broughton 

 

The Parish Council objects to these plans for a number of reasons set out below and feels that 

until the actual design is available (June/July 2021) no decision should be made on this 

application for access. 

 

The proposed development consists of a mosque with a total floor area of 1,520sqm over 3 floors: 

ground floor 760sqm, 1st floor 380 sqm and 2nd floor 380sqm with 450 adult prayer mats. In the 

main hall. The design is to include a separate prayer hall for female worshipers and young children 

with a separate entrance.  In discussion with Alban Cassidy representing the developers we were 

assured that the 450 mats referred to both the main and female halls and it is on this assertion 

that we base our comments on parking and access. At this meeting he also stated that there were 

no plans for a Madrassa within the mosque complex  
 

The application states that advice was sort from PCC’s planning service but this is suspended until 

May 2021, due to the Covid pandemic. L 

LCC Highways have been consulted and responded with a significant number of conditions which 
are to be part of development conditions.  

 

Planning policy context 

Preston Local Plan & Central Lancashire Core Strategy 

Whilst the site is located within the defined open countryside under planning policy the applicate 

feels that given its close proximity to the existing residential area and its position alongside the road 

network this policy should be ignored, The site is in a rural area the motorway to the south acts as the 

northern boundary of Preston’s suburbs and the rural parishes.  

 

PLP Policy AD1 states that Broughton is a rural parish, this development is within the “rural 

settlement boundary” & within the EN4 the area of separation designed to protects the uniqueness of 

the rural parishes.   
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This is echoed in the CLCS Policy 19. Which seeks to “protect the identity, distinctiveness and green 

infrastructure of certain local settlements and neighbourhoods by the designation of areas of 

separation where there is a risk of merging”. This development will detract from the listed properties 

in the church hamlet just to the north of this proposed development.  

 

CLCS Policy 16 Policy Historic assets seeks to “protect and enhance local assets” & policy 17 that 

states design of new buildings will be expected to take account of the character and appearance of the 

local area”. Neither of these will be met by a prominent three story building directly opposite the 

church hamlet and no mention was made of them in the RIBA specification. 

 

Broughton Neighbourhood Development Plan  

Prior to starting on the plan a community questionnaire was circulated and this was followed by 

number of public events, in 2020 a second consultation was carried all of which had high engagement 

from parishioners. At no point did anyone express the need for a local mosque or any other type of 

place of worship.  

 
Policy NE2 states that the visual impact of new development particularly that on the edge of the 

defined settlement of Broughton when viewed from approaching routes should be minimised by 

landscape screening and tree planting. This specification seeks to minimise the landscaping to make 

the development prominent and visual 
 

CF1 States that development which impacts the Guild Wheel, public footpaths & bridleways should 

not have a detrimental impact on the safety of users or the landscape settings of these routes. This 

policy is supported by actions within this application which must be made conditions of acceptance 

of the application for access and completed before any work commences on the main site as during 

construction the guild wheel will be unsafe at the site access point. 

 

Key objective 4 of section 11 Built environment and Heritage seeks to make sure that there are no 

“uninspiring and poor quality features at the crossroads and the Broughton roundabout A6/M55 

junction.”  This is set out in more detail in Policy HE which states that “The views shown on the map 

below (1 southern gateway) have significance in the terms of the historic setting of the village.” 

Development proposals will only be considered in relation to the need to protect these historic 

settings  and will be resisted where it results in a significant detrimental effect. 

 

Access 
The entry road is currently a turning head for the Durton Lane spur.  It is narrow access up a very 

steep slope with poor line of site. The current slop is too steep for wheel chairs and people with 
disabilities and there is no other pedestrian access the entry road slope should be reduced or 

incorporate bends to mitigate any issues for drivers. This disability access issue needs to be addressed 

before this application proceeds. 

 

The access road crosses the much used by pedestrians and cyclists along Guild Wheel.    
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The proposed works on the Durton Lane spur are welcomed but the actual access road is to remain 

the running head the gates to the complex will need a distance along the access to road to allow 

trucks to turn.  

 

 

Parking & traffic 

The application includes “Transport Assessment “ from Cora IHT report to support the assertions that 

sufficient parking.   

 

In section 5 at point 5.2.2 the report quotes TRICS figures for two “places of worship” but state these 

are in Greater London with no reference in the data to where they are or the number of “mats” 

involved so are no relevance to this situation. Chart 5.1 is also irrelevant as it uses “Travel to work” 

data based on the 2011 census. This is not a work place and the population in Broughton and the 

surrounding area has increased with all the developments in vicinity of Eastway and up the Garstang 

Road. The justification for the parking spaces uses a ratio of three adults per car plus children with 5-

10% using public transport or bicycles.  

 

The LCC highways response to Cora IHT in September 2020.  In their response they expressed 

concern around the issues around road safety especially the Guild Wheel and pedestrian access. This 
response requested a travel plan to be part of the planning application.  

 

The “Travel plan” was produced by Cora IHT with their staff member the co-ordinator. It is a plan 

that uses the terms “workers” and “employees”  throughout assuming this is a “Travel to Work” plan. 

As such it is difficult to gauge if the plan has been devised for this site or is a more general one.  For 

example the siting of the government “cycle to work “ scheme is not one that worshipers could 

access is incorrect and at 6.7 the travel co-ordinator is actively promoting the need not to go to the 

Mosque but rather to access the service online. 

 

To check the accuracy of the assertions in this application  an indecent survey needs to be done to 

look at the local smaller Mosque on Watling Street Road where there are significant traffic issues and 

parking blocking  residents in the side streets during Friday prayers and festivals to see if this is 

correct. 

 

The suggestion to share the parish church car park on Fridays will be raised  with the St John Baptist 

church council. 

 
The specification for the ROBA architects competition the application differs in some aspects from 

the submission under the Design & Access statement, we were reassured when speaking to Alban 

Cassidy that the numbers in the planning application were the correct one. 

.  

 

 

Size & design of the proposed development  

Commented [P1]:  
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As there are no plans available for the actual building only a rough sketch of one possible 

configuration of the site - it is difficult to judge the merits of the application?    

 

The RIBA specification state the design is to be three story with a large prayer hall. There is no 

mention of the traditional features of these types of buildings such as minarets. Based on the RIBA 

specification and the design and access statement it is obvious that the adjacent properties will lose 

light and will be overlooked by the mosque.  

 

This application has been made before the completion has been decided which according to the 

timeline is June/July 2020. The cynic would feel that this puts the officer and councillors in a difficult 

positon if they reject a widely publicised national competition. The lack of an actual design and plan  

supports the Parish council positon that no decision on access should be made until the actual design 

is available to view. 

 

Site and proximity to the motorway/ primary school/ parish church 

The site adjacent to the motorway junction which regularly has tailbacks and issues with capacity. 

The site is within 200 meters of the primary school which already has issues with parking and 

congestion. The site is accessed along a spur of Durton Lane which will cause tailbacks to the 

roundabouts on Durton Lane when services finish and commence. 

 

The development will be visible from the motorways and junction and is to be a “significant building 

visible from a distance.” Drivers on the Motorway will be distracted as they negotiate the slip road 

down to the roundabout with the A6 and those on the high speed junction with the M6.  

It is worth noting that the CCLDS Temple at Chorley is on a long straight section of motorway that is 

clearly visible without taking eyes off the road! 

 

There are similar concerns relating to drivers at the southern end of James Towers Way who are at 

risk of being distracted as they negotiate the two busy major roundabouts on the A6. 

 

Drainage  
This site has issues with drainage and the run off of water down the sides of the James Towers Way 

on the south west side of the site which has led in the past to mud slides. The PSA drainage report 

does not deal with these in sufficient detail to see what mitigation measures will be in place. 

 

In summary the Parish council objects to this application at this time and for these reasons. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

Christina Worswick 
Clerk 


